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From London Back to Frankfurt
Jennifer Klein Couture is a contemporary couture house that caters to women looking for the
exceptional and distinctive, whether it be a wedding gown or a couture coat, an elegant evening
gown or delicate blouse. With radiant designs that encapsulate tradition and elegance without
foregoing dreaminess and joie de vivre, each piece created in this house is truly exceptional.
Jennifer Klein works with PRECIOUS fabrics such as silk, cashmere, and linen from the world’s
leading suppliers in Italy, France, Great Britain and Switzerland.
In March 2020 the couture house moved from an old brick factory in Offenbach to the
diplomatic quarter in Frankfurt. In the immediate vicinity of the Botanical Gardens, Jennifer
Klein presents her current collections, which are worn by customers from all over the world.
Her clients appreciate the personal and exclusive service for which Jennifer Klein travels
internationally, always in search of the finest fabrics and forgotten techniques. Jennifer Klein
offers her international clients regular fittings in London, Munich, Paris, Geneva and Zurich.
Jennifer Klein is one of the few young fashion designers offering genuine COUTURE, in
particular BRIDAL COUTURE. Even before the wedding day, she offers her clients a very
personal and individual service for one of the most beautiful events in life. In addition to the
uniquely designed and bespoke wedding dress for the ceremony, Jennifer Klein Couture offers
exclusively crafted accessories for the bride as well as evening and cocktail dresses. She also
advises on the dress coordination of the bridesmaids and flower children, creating beautiful and
contemporary designs that can be worn for numerous occasions, not just the wedding.
After her embroidery training at the École Lesage in PARIS and her studies at Istituto
Marangoni in LONDON, Jennifer Klein worked for two couture houses in London. At the end
of 2017 she returned to Germany and opened her own couture house.
The house upholds centuries-old craftsmanship traditions on the brink of vanishing, linking
these with the highest production standards and progressive values, at the heart of which
lies SUSTAINABILITY. Only fabrics from transparent and sustainable family businesses
which uphold the same values as Jennifer Klein Couture are used. In addition, the company’s
UPCYCLING SERVICE offers the opportunity to transform silk scarves that are no longer
worn into dresses, blouses, bags and other accessories. The result is an exceptional and unique
piece that reflects the personality of the wearer and allows the story of the textiles to live on.

As a counterbalance to the ever-accelerating mainstream fashion industry, Jennifer Klein has
purposefully decided to position herself in the SLOW FASHION niche and to focus on the
creation of sophisticated garments that last a lifetime. The creation process of each garment is
accompanied by expertise and distinguished by the personal attention Jennifer Klein gives to
each of her clients, from first getting to know them right through to the final fitting.
More about Jennifer Klein Couture and her work as couturière on www.jenniferkleincouture.
com
We are happy to provide you with further text and picture material, answer your questions
via e-mail or telephone and look forward to your visit in our atelier in Frankfurt’s diplomatic
quarter.
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